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FROM LITTLE ACORNS...
Looking around Gordon Park these it’s hard to
believe that nearly forty nine years have sped
by since I first donned my Clondalkin jersey in
the autumn of 1973. Along with Paul Garrigan
and Brian McAdoo, we were encouraged by
Terry Hennebry to join this fledgling club in
West Dublin. I lived in Coolmine and it required
a bus journey into the city centre and another
bus out to Clondalkin for training and games in
Moyle Park College. It was a few years before I
obtained my first car which helped immensely.
We played at the equivalent of Metro 6/7
league then. Our team was a mixture of a few
old heads like John Irvine and Pat Kelly, a few
others like our trio above with a little
experience of school or club playing and the
remainder enthusiastic beginners.
The brains behind the birth of our club included
Paddy Whelan , Brendan O’Neill, John Dowling
and Paddy Gordon (all of which have sadly
passed on) who were among our early
Presidents. The Marist Brothers were very
helpful in providing the pitch and changing
rooms but the Central Bar in the village was our

spiritual home. There we plotted the plans for
the long term future of our club and as a result
eventually raised enough funds to allow us to
borrow the balance and purchase the land
where we have played since then.
One of my proudest moments was in my year
as club captain (1978/9) I led our Presidents XV
again a Combined Irish Banks XV for the official
opening of our clubhouse and grounds. On that
day my team contained a number of the
Munster player who had featured in the
historic victory over the All Blacks in Limerick
earlier that season. Another very happy
memory was in respect of our Fox Cup
campaign in early 1980’s when our team got to
the final only to be defeated 3-0 by Terenure in
a contentious refereeing decision being the
difference between the teams. It was not
helped by the Ref telling us afterwards that he
had made a mistake and the crucial penalty
should have been awarded to us. Years later
however we got sweet revenge when Clon
defeated the same Terenure to win the Fox
Cup. Justice took about 25 years to be done.

CLONDALKIN GOLDEN OLDIES – SCOTLAND 1995

Back Row Left to Right: M. Dundee, G. Hill, M. O’Brien, K. Laide, R. McCann, G. Condel, A. Delemere, N. Butler, K. Phelan
Front Row Left to Right: T. Woodhead, R. Goodwin, B White, J. Deveraux, M, Deveraux, G. Gilligan, T. O’Connor (RIP)
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It makes me very proud to see the progress
that our club has made since those early heady
days. Like all clubs, we have had our ups and
downs as teams age and new blood has to gain
experience. I stepped back from direct
involvement in the club for a number of years
but was “encouraged” over a few pints in the
“Beggars” by the likes of the late Tim O’Connor,
Pat Cagney, Kieran Phelan and others to take on
a role in the club again. I must say I am
delighted that I did because I have enjoyed the
past 12/14 years immensely.

this is something that is unseen by the vast
majority of our members. The people who
make up our Executive Committee and subcommittees put in an enormous number of
hours in the different tasks allocated to each
person. Without the dedication from all these
people over the years, our club would not have
survived.

Another aspect that may go unnoticed is that
we are now contributing our experience to the
Leinster Branch of the IRFU. Currently both Tom
Duffy and Eugene Noble are chairing important
committees of the LB. Well done lads.
My current role as Club Chairman and
International Ticket Secretary has given me the
opportunity to renew my acquaintance with
the young blood that has featured in the
various teams that now represent our proud
club. The introduction of our Women’s team
has been of wonderful benefit to our club and
the Youths and Minis are the pipeline that will
provide players and alicadoos into the future.

It’s great to see this season that a lot of former
and nearing-retirement players are giving the
benefit of their experience to the young players
coming through the ranks. This is typical of the
family ethos that exists in our club and
hopefully will continue into the future.
On a lighter note, I can confirm that the Aer
Lingus advertisement that has run for the past
few years will once again reappear on TV
screens and in the Stadium featuring me with
my “lucky green socks”. Everybody is entitled to
fifteen minutes of fame according to Andy
Warhol - I agree wholeheartedly.

On the matter of the off-the-field activities “the business end of the club” - I must say that
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Gerry Gilligan
Clondalkin Rugby Chairman
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MEN’S

TEAM OF THE DECADE
1973 - 1979
FRANK FAGAN

15

1

DAVE WOOLHAN

TIM O'CONNOR

14

2

JOHN IRVINE

JOE SHEERAN

13

3

DAN O’BYRNE

NOEL BUTLER

12

4

PAUL GARRIGAN

JOHN FINNEGAN

11

5

BRENDAN FITZSIMONS

PAT KELLY

10

6

JOE CARR

BRIAN WHITE

9

7

GERRY GILLIGAN

8

JIM HORAN

SUBSTITUTES
16. TOM THORNTON | 17. COLM WALSHE | 18. BRIAN MC ADOO
19. EDDIE FARRELL | 20. TIERNAN CONNELLY
21. JAMES CARR | 22. DAN AHERNE | 23. KIERAN PHELAN
24. BOB HOLMES | 25. LIAM LEONARD
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MEN’S

TEAM OF THE DECADE
1980 - 1989
KENNY O'BRIEN

15

1

TONY GALLAGHER

JOHN SEXTON

14

2

DAVID KERR

BRIAN HAYES

13

3

KEN LOONEY

NOEL WHELAN

12

4

AIDAN DELAMERE

SEÁN MURPHY

11

5

MARTIN JORDAN

STEPHEN LLOYD

10

6

JOHN KEANE

JOHNNY KELLY

9

7

GERRY MAHON

8

BRENDAN COADY

SUBSTITUTES
16. KEVIN LAIDE | 17. PAT CAGNEY | 18. JOHN KENNEDY
19. MARTIN MAGUIRE | 20. FRANK PURCELL
21. ALAN BRACKEN | 22. EDDIE CAHILL | 23. MICK CUMMINS
24. TONY RYAN | 25. EUGENE NOBLE
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LAST MINIS GAME IN GORDON PARK
On Sunday, 19th May, 2022
the 20-strong u11 squad
played 2 matches against De
La Salle Palmerston FC to
bring the final curtain down
on Gordon Park.
With plenty of skills and
sportsmanship on show, the

occasion rounded off what has
been an excellent season for
the squad who are growing in
numbers and going from
strength to strength.
Lots of new players joined
during the season and the
players have put in a huge
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commitment in developing
their skills, ably assisted by
their coaches.
The answer to a great Clon
Rugby trivia question in years
to come will be "Tom Flynn"
who nabbed the final try of
the weekend for Clondalkin.
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MEN’S

TEAM OF THE DECADE
1990 - 1999
JOHN “SID” STAPLETON

15

1

CIARÁN “CC” COLLINS

GARETH STEED

14

2

DIARMUID O'RIORDAN

TADHG McCARTHY

13

3

JIMMY GALLAGHER

EAMONN “YAMBO” STAPLETON

12

4

GORDON CONDELL

ODHRAN SMITH

11

5

MICK O'BRIEN

PAUL “DUDGER” SEXTON

10

6

TONY OWENS

KIERAN PARKER

9

7

MARTY O'BRIEN

8

ROBERT HAYES

SUBSTITUTES
16. PAUL GIFFORD SNR | 17. SAM CAMPBELL | 18. JOHN LOUGHNANE
19. JOHNNY JOHNSON | 20. FRANK LYNAM
21. DAMIAN O'NEILL | 22. PAT HOUGHTON | 23. JIMMY CAHILL
24. JOHN DOWLING | 25. SHANE DUNNE
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MEN’S

TEAM OF THE DECADE
2000 - 2009
STEVE CUNNINGHAM

15

1

CIARÁN CULLEN

PETER FITZGERALD

14

2

RORY CAGNEY

PAUL FITZGERALD

13

3

TOM DUFFY

PHILY BYRNE

12

4

BRENDAN WARD

JEFF GALLAGHER

11

5

FINBARR BUTLER

ALAN HICKEY

10

6

MAURICE FEATHERSON

MARK MOLLOY

9

7

PADDY BURKE

8

SEÁN BRENNAN

SUBSTITUTES
16. CONOR CASHIN | 17. KEN McMAHON | 18. OLLIE McCRAW
19. ALAN O'BRIEN | 20. DONAL O'SULLIVAN
21. PAUL HICKEY | 22. JOHN FOLEY | 23. KEVIN HANLON
24. JOHN FOSTER | 25. BRIAN BERRY
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MY HAPPY PLACE
My name is Joshua Apps, my mates call me Apeshit, which is
also my rugby nickname.
I was born on the 14th August 2006 and I’m 15 years of age.
I started playing for Clon in October 2018 when I was 12
years old. I was a little older starting rugby when compared
to some of my teammates.
The first time I went to training we were using the all
weather facilities in Killinarden Community Centre. I showed
up in runners and an old scraggy Ireland shirt. My Dad
brought me over and I met Conor Lowth who dragged me
over to the meet the rest of the lads.
Thinking back I would never have guessed what I was getting
into. That first session I had no clue what I was doing but I
stuck at it and now this season I’ve represented Clon for the
Leinster North Midlands selection and played Premier
League Rugby with the Under 16s.
I tried a couple of soccer teams before rugby but they never
ended great. I tended to get into a lot of trouble and they
didn't suit me. Rugby was the first time as an angry kid that
I could channel my anger and use it to my advantage.
My first match was in January 2019 when we travelled to
Naas RFC. I came on as a substitute at half-time and it ended
in a draw at 22-22.
We played Naas RFC recently in what was the last
15-a-side game to be played in Gordon Park and we won 3822. It was during this game that I also had the great honour
and privilege of scoring the last 15-a-side try ever in Gordon
Park.
I'm so grateful to be a member of this wonderful club. I
really believe that Clon saved me as a person. I have learned
a lot of things through rugby, like manners, respect and self
control. It also introduced me to my inspiration, role model,
and life coach Vinny Quinn. Now after playing my last few
games on these grounds I have realised what it means to
me. That's why I'm so very grateful for Gordon Park.
Josh Apps – CRFC u16s
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NEW GROUNDS
INDUSTRY RESOURCES REQUEST
Construction Industry Resources Request.
With our impending new development we are looking to you,
our members that have a background in construction.

Contact - Tom Duffy
087 997 7544 | tomduffy1975@gmail.com

UNDER 14 - LEINSTER LEAGUE - DIV 2

CHAMPIONS
2021 - 2022
Matthew Banks
Rueben Fetherston
Liam Blair
Adam Gibson
Gavin Brown
Harry Holman
Tyler Branning
Ryan Kelly
Ross Carberry
Aaron Leadingham
Charlie Cartangena
Jack Madden
Callum Cleary
Danny McDonald
Eoghan Coy
Ian McDonnell
Cillian Doyle
Bruno McCann (C)
Daniel Fanning
Isaac McGovern

James Murphy
Jack Murtagh
Cathal Ó Ciardha
Sam Palmer
Jack Reilly
Cillian Richards
Dru Sweeney
James Taylor

Coaches:
Nicky McCann | Ste Cleary | Ken McMahon
Jake Lusk | Cathal Downey | Conor Branigan
Tee Men
Darragh “Mr. T” Cleary
Archie McCann
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UNDER 14 - LEINSTER LEAGUE - DIV 2

CHAMPIONS
2021 - 2022
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BROTHERS IN ARMS
Over the years many brothers have graced the
rugby pitches wearing the Clondalkin jerseys.
Here is a snapshot of some of them.
In early years we had the two Alexander
brothers who alternated between lock and
Number 8. Two former North Kildare lads, the
McBennetts also added their weight to our
teams. The Carr family had three brothers who
played including Joe and John. Probably the trio
that gave the most concrete support to the club
were the Fitzsimons brothers, Brendan, Kevin,
and Killian. As well as playing they also built our
original clubhouse. Brendan still rambles up to
sip a pint in the bar.
Then we had the Whites, Willie and Brian, the
Cagney’s including our Hon Treas. Pat. Jim
Sexton’s sons featured with Dudger and John
playing through underage to senior. Indeed
John became the first Clondalkin player to play
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full international for Ireland in the late 1980’s.
We also had Marty O’Brien and his less
energetic brother Donal playing. While current
Club Welfare Officer Gareth Steed and his twin
Conor are both still incredibly active in the club.
In later years we have had the sons of the
famous “Doc” Cullen playing and coaching.
While the three sons of our Past President
Winston Jebb are and have been stalwarts of
the club for many years.
Of course the sons and Grandson of the late
Chris Stapleton have given us three generations
of family in the club. There are no doubt others
not included here but this gives us a taste of
the family ethos that Clon thrives on. We have
no doubt that many more generations and
families will enjoy the craic in Clondalkin rugby
Club in our new grounds for years to come.
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4 Person Team
Including Meal
€500

Tee Box Sponsorship
Per Sign €200
Longest Drive
€300
Nearest to Pin
€300

For more information please contact
Pat Cagney on 086 254 1393
or on Social Media

Friday, 12th August 2022
In Beech Park Golf Club

MEN’S

TEAM OF THE DECADE
2010 - 2020
MATT STAPLETON

15

1

GAR BLACK

BARRY MOLLOY

14

2

BRIAN DOYLE

MIKEY RUSSELL

13

3

PAUL McCREANOR

DARREN MADDEN

12

4

PAUL NOLAN

NIALL NOLAN

11

5

MARCUS DOYLE

CHRIS JEBB

10

6

SIMON “KINGO” KING

EOIN DELANEY

9

7

KARL JEBB

8

PAUL McDERMOTT

SUBSTITUTES
16. NEIL FINLAY | 17. CONOR McCREA | 18. DARREN MADDEN
19. SEÁN BRENNAN | 20. TOM McGRATH | 21. JAMES KENNY
22. KEVIN CULLEN | 23. BEN FORAN | 24. THOMAS ANKERS
25. RYAN MAHER | 26. DAVE GAULE
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CLONETTES WOMEN’S RUGBY

TEAM OF THE DECADE
2010 - 2020
NICOLA SMYTH

15

1

NIAMH MCDONNELL

SHAUNA HEALY

14

2

SANDIE HEALY

SARA PHELAN

13

3

LAURA WALL

GAEL STOWE

12

4

SANDRA FLOOD

CIARA MEENAGH

11

5

KERRYN “BUNNY” BUCK

SHÓNA BYRNE

10

6

NAOMI FYNES

NIAMH FARRELLY

9

7

FIONA TIGHE

8

RACHEL VICKERS

SUBSTITUTES
16. CATHERINE KEANE| 17. MAIREAD HOLOHAN
18. ANN-MARIE WHELAN | 19. AIDEEN GROGAN | 20. ANDREA JEBB
21. SIOBHÁN TIERNEY | 22. ÁINE HEFFERNAN | 23. CIARA LENNON
24. CAROLINE CONWAY | 25. LAURA MURPHY
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MEN’S

40TH ANNIVERSARY TEAM
1973 - 2013
STEPHEN CUNNINGHAM

15

1

TONY GALLAGHER

JOHN SEXTON

14

2

RICHARD “DICKIE” KERR

ALAN HICKEY

13

3

CIARÁN CULLEN

EAMONN STAPLETON

12

4

DAN FITZPATRICK

PAUL FITZGERALD

11

5

AIDAN DELAMERE

CHRIS JEBB

10

6

MARTY O’BRIEN

MARK MOLLOY

9

7

JERRY MAHON

8

ROBERT HAYES

SUBSTITUTES
16. RORY CAGNEY | 17. JOHN IRVINE | 18. CIARÁN “CC” COLLINS
19. BRIAN DOYLE | 20. CONOR MOLONEY
21. KENNY O'BRIEN | 22. JOE CARR | 23. BRENDAN COADY
24. STEPHEN LLOYD | 25. JOHN KEANE
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WHY WE PLAY THE GAME
CRFC VERSION
When the battle scars have faded
And the truth becomes a lie
And the weekend smell of liniment
Has drifted into the sky

Yet with every wound you suffered
As you sit and reminisce
Comes the most compelling feeling
It's the only thing you'd miss

When the rucks are well behind you
And the man that ran now walk
We all will come together
To sit and drink and talk

From the first time that you laced a boot
And tightened every stud
A beautiful game called rugby
Is flowing through your blood

As you ache from knocks and tackles
You are a thorough-breed gone lame
You ask yourself the question
Why on Earth do you play this game

And as you tell your stories
Like it was yesterday
You know if you had your chance
You'd do it all again

Was sense knocked right out of you
From the bruises, scrapes and cuts
Did common sense get pushed aside
By manliness and guts

You see, that's the thing with rugby
It will always be the same
This I guarantee you
Is why the hell you play the game

Do you now just sit and wonder
Now your time Ahas come and passed
Why you gave it all for rugby
When you finally played your last

It's not just about the rugby
It's the friendships you make on the way
And the drinks and the songs and laughter
Plus, the banter at the end of the day

It's almost worth admitting
Though with some degree of shame
When everyone around you asks
Why the hell you play this game

Because rugby may get into your blood
But it is the place and friends you see
And there is no better club I would be at
Than Clondalkin RFC

And though you're weary and you're aching
And you feel you can tackle no more
You look at the players around you
And know what you're playing for
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MINI AND YOUTH SECTIONS
Clon has had a successful minis section for a
number of years and this continues to be the
case. For the first time ever, we have run two
toddler sessions this season so we can cater
from U4s up to U12s. We have run a number of
‘girls only’ blitzes for U10s and U12s and this is
an area we can really build on. A big thanks to
those who have helped with inclusive rugby on
Saturday morning for children who at times
struggle in a sporting set up. To witness their
progression has been very special.
From next season, the club have committed to
our very own ‘Club Rugby Officer’ with the
remit of calling to the surrounding schools in
the area, continually and pushing numbers into
these growing sections. This person will work
with the two Leinster officers working in SDCC
and we hope, with the move away from
Gordon Park, we will have the space and
parking to cater for this expansion. I was told at
one executive meeting it was my fault that we
are moving since we just could not fit into
existing facilities! Mea Culpa!
At this age grade, it is very much about fun and
trying to teach the basic skills of running with
two hands on the ball and the correct tackle
technique. Each child develops on a different
learning curve so support and encouragement
are really important in aiding development. A
child can’t do it “YET” is our mantra. In time, all
can, and some - as always - will do it better
than others but there is a place for all in the
game and this club regardless of where they
are on that learning curve. We will always need
parents and ex-players in these sections to aid
this development so please give something
back. The rewards are bigger than you could
imagine.
I won’t name all the coaches involved for fear
of missing someone but the slides that are on
GORDON PARK FAREWELL PARTY
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display will leave you in no doubt as to who
they are and the dedication they bring.
On to the Youths and their season. Now folks
this is really the reason why you are sitting
here this evening saying goodbye to Gordon
Park. They require full pitches to play the game
and this season, a club record 5 youth teams
and 4 seniors simply did not work on two
pitches and I am amazed we have managed to
achieve what we have done - all on the one
floodlit pitch 5 nights and week and 2 days on
the weekends. That, and the arguments with
Kevin and his magnificent grounds crew, Terry
and Jim, were exhausting!
The season prior to mine and Derek Murtagh’s
appointment (ambush in my case - F Lynam,
you owe me a beer), we did not have a youth
team playing in any league. We did have an
U18s team that played a number of friendlies
and it took Trojan work to hold on to those
players and I know what level of commitment
that takes.

Move on several seasons and this year our
current U18.5s competed in Leinster Division 1.
We finished top of the league in the regular
season and only lost in the play-off final against
Lansdowne who had only lost one game all
season and that was to Clondalkin earlier in the
season at the Aviva. Thanks to the commitment
of the club, we have this on our new Veo
Camera for all to see (and more importantly for
players to learn from video analysis).
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This by any yard stick is
progression. Adrian Noone
deserves a mention as he
worked a few wonders and
twisted a few arms to make
sure this team started the
transition from U12s to U13s.
We held on to a few 03s
where in previous seasons
those kids would have walked
out and off to Naas and
Barnhall. We were filling in
requests for registrations to
other clubs because we had
been unable to transition
teams through. I can happily
say that we have not done one
of these in the last 5 seasons
and it is something we will not
entertain unless for the
biggest of reasons over the
next number of seasons. Once
you are in the Clon family, you
are in the family for life. You
can leave but you will never
fully check out.
We now have 5 boys’ youth
teams and will field 5 again
this season and hopefully the
6th will be an U14s girls. This
has taken a lot of work by
coaches, players and parents
and for this we can all
congratulate each other.
However, as we sit and do the
review with Murts and the
mini & youth coaches, we will
be setting goals and, in short,
there’s a lot done and more to
do. We have had success in
terms of silverware among
our youths over the last
number of seasons and this is
a sign of the continuing

development. Over the last 3
years we have had 17 players
play representative rugby
from these sections for the
North Midlands, which is
effectively the best of the
players
from
the
12
participating clubs and we
have added two more names
with the latest selection for
those born 2007. Our last
batch of 2006s had the
distinction of making the
biggest representation in the
NM - something we have
never done before and we
hope our 2008s can supersede
this (No pressure Nicky, Steve,
Ken and the 3 stooges).

A strong contender for u18s
‘Player of the Year’, to be
confirmed, didn’t feature for
NM so representative rugby is
not everything and, with a
players
dedication
to
improvement, he will likely be
ready to play first team the
minute he turns 18. A shout
out to reopening the factory
line of players playing for
Leinster youth over the years
to come, with Dylan O’Sullivan
the first player to have togged
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out in over 12 years.
However, what really defines
success for a team in Clon?
It’s not a trophy. [Although it
is nice, and the 14s this
season in their first ever
season playing 15-a-side took
the scalps of senior clubs on
the way to their win. Their
success is telling!] It is simply
numbers! If you end a season
with more players than you
started, you are doing
something right. This club is
looking to develop players for
the next 10-15 years, not a
one-off cup match. There will
always be a place for a player
in this club no matter what
the level. It is vital we
encourage players to stay in
the game and develop in their
own time into the fine young
men we have assisting around
the marquee this evening.
Finally, without the input of
the youth coaches who are
too numerous to mention, we
would not be on this
trajectory. We have several
lads and ladies with no
children on the teams and
they effectively have “no skin
in the game” and yet they
really drive on the standards
and the sessions every time
with all the other coaches
who are fathers and mothers.
With what we are plaining
over the next few seasons in
both the new site and in terms
of the structure of coaching
and teams, the future is
yellow - or a shade of blue!
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LAST 15 A SIDE GAME IN GORDON PARK
Saturday, 7th May, 2022 – Kick-Off 12:30pm
Clon u16s 38-22 Naas u16s
Clondalkin's u16 squad marked their final
match of the season and their final match at
their current home with a memorable occasion
in sunny and calm conditions at Gordon Park.
Naas RFC brought a real sense of fun to the
proceedings and contributed immensely to
what was a great game played in the right
spirit.
There was plenty of fun off the field too, with
the parents laying on a fine spread and
barbecue that showed Clondalkin hospitality at
its finest and emphasised the great links
between these two clubs.
Several Clon players that were unavailable due
to injury were there to support including Jack
Daly, Daniel Mahon, Tommy Xin Wilkie, Oran
Murphy, Daniel Steed and Cillín Walsh Phillips.
On the pitch, it was the men in yellow who
came flying out of the blocks and number 8,
Naglis Lisauskas picked off the back of the
scrum and finished superbly to grab the first
score of the game. Elliot Walsh slotted the first
of 4 excellent conversions and it was game on.
It wasn't long before Naas hit back with their
first try of the match but Walsh then scored the
try of the game when he created and finished a
brilliant score with a well-executed kick chase
that he collected himself.
The home side then extended their lead with
two well-worked team tries. Great support
lines up the left saw Josh Domican, James
Sweeney, Lee Carroll and Liam Goodwin all
make the hard yards before Josh Apps burst
through to score in the corner. Then it was the
backs' turn on the other side of the pitch. Jack
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Campbell, Thomas Carter and Pádraig Downey
were a constant threat throughout and linked
up well with flying wingers Luke Murray and
Dylan Freeman. Scrum-half Mikey Branigan
provided quick ball at ruck time and a fine pass
to Walsh set up the next try, with the no. 10
using his sidestep to create the space and
score.

Naas upped their game in the second half and
three tries were just rewards for their efforts. It
took a strong defensive display from Clon men
Seán Doyle, Rían Gannon, Cian Mannion, Adam
Kelly Kinsella and Aaron Kenealy McCabe to
keep Naas from closing the gap further. Cillian
Lowth was very solid at full back and Conor
Langabeer once again put in a fine display of
his tackling skills.
Jack Quinn and Dara O'Brien got Clondalkin
back on the front foot with some serious
pressure on the visitors out wide before
Pádraig Ó Ciardha made a barnstorming run up
the middle that was well supported by the
pack. Hooker Josh Domican dived low and
stretched for the line to bag another try that
was expertly converted by Walsh. But it was
Apps who got the final 5-pointer, finishing off a
trademark unstoppable run and Walsh once
again slotted a superb conversion to round off
what was a marvellous team performance.
The team can now look forward with huge
optimism to a new season in the club's
spacious new grounds.
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From Left To Right: Allastair Finlayson, Keith Condell,
President of the Leinster Rugby Referees - Gordon Condell,
Gareth Steed

From Left To Right:
Last player to 15-a-side Captain a Clon Side in
Gordon Park - Conor Langabeer, Last 15-a-side
points scorer in Gordon Park Elliot Walsh, Last
15-a-side try scorer in Gordon Park Josh Apps

Josh Apps Scoring the last 15-a-side try in Gordon Park

Elliot Walsh kicking the last 15-a-side points
scored in Gordon Park
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CLONDALKIN RFC SEEK
CLUB COMMUNITY RUGBY OFFICER (CCRO)
FOR 2021/22 SEASON
Clondalkin RFC are inviting applications for the role of Club Community Rugby Officer (CCRO)
for the upcoming season.
This post is a part-time position of 20 hours per week commencing 1 September, 2022, (subject
to confirmation from Leinster Rugby). Under the guidance of an officer of Leinster Rugby, the
CCRO will report to the Director of Rugby at Clondalkin RFC and a Leinster Rugby CRO.
Job Description:
• To develop rugby programmes and foster a rugby playing culture in schools in the
catchment area of Clondalkin RFC.
•

To work in partnership with these primary and secondary schools to develop all aspects of
the game, whilst promoting rugby in a positive, safe and healthy manner.

•

To develop a relationship between the schools and Clondalkin RFC and help raise
awareness of Clondalkin RFC with local children.

•

To actively encourage the participation of secondary schools in the area in Schools
Development Cups at Junior and Senior School level.

Requirements:
The following skills and qualifications are among the criteria that will be taken into
consideration:
•

Knowledge of local rugby structure.

•

Ability to work well with people and have good communication skills.

•

Ability to facilitate, lead and motivate groups.

•

Good level of organisational and leadership skills.

•

Ability to work on own initiative.

•

Rugby coaching qualifications.

•

Experience of working with young people in a community environment.

•

Full clean driving licence and own transport.

If interested, please reach out to Derek Murtagh or Gareth Steed to discuss.
GORDON PARK FAREWELL PARTY
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NORTH MIDLAND REPRESENTATION
This season, Clon has the highest ever
representation playing with Leinster’s ‘North
Midlands Rugby’. Currently, we have 10 players
representing the club in the u18 and u16
squads. This is the result of a lot of hard work
and commitment that has gone into these
teams over the last number of years.
The NM teams will compete in the Shane
Horgan Cup which is one of the pathways to
the Leinster youth set-up and ensures that
talent is identified early. This pathway has
established recent rugby stars such as Tadhg
Furlong, Sean O’Brien and Joey Carbery. In the
most recent game, 7 Clondalkin players were in
the starting panel. This was the biggest
representation of any of the 12 other clubs so
the lads are obviously working hard and giving
the Leinster coaches headaches when it comes
to selection.
While it is a potential stepping stone to
professional rugby, it is more important that all
of these players will train and compete with the
very best players in Leinster and this should
increase the standard of youth rugby in the
province. It is hoped that when they return to
their club, they will also increase the standard
of their own club teams, so it’s a win-win for
both the club and the province.

numbers, good coaches and good parents.
Without all three, a squad will not be
successful.
This season, as a result of the NM training that
the lads are receiving, our 2006 squad is now
competing in the u16 Premier Division and the
standard is a big step up from previous years.
Presently, the team has enjoyed a good start in
the competition and they are hoping to be still
in the hunt for silverware towards the end of
the season. The real result is the competition
and the standard that all the teams in the
league bring. There are no soft games and all
the players know that they need to bring their
A-game every week or they are in for a difficult
afternoon.
We have similar ambitions for the next
selection of players for trials in the 2007 age
grade and the 2008s will also feature in this
process with a lot of work going into teaching
the lads to play the game in the right way. The
key traits are good decision making, core skills
and willingness to always try and improve. If
we can teach these valuable lessons across the
minis with the girls and boys, we will have
many more players benefitting from this rugby
pathway.

The club is proud that so
many of these young men
have been chosen and it is
a sign of the club moving
in the right direction. They
say it takes a village to
raise a child well the same
can be said for a player
and a rugby club! The lads
have benefited from many
influences and every
successful team has good
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CRFC PAST CLUB PRESIDENTS
73-74: E.P. Whelan
74-75: E.P. Whelan
75-76: B O’Neill
76-77: L. Dowling
77-78: E.P. Gordon
78-79: E.P. Gordon
79-80: E.P. Whelan
80-81: J. McDermott
81-82: R.A. Booth
82-83: J. Sexton
83-84: G.A. Gilligan
84-85: C. McGlinn
85-86: E.P. Whelan

86-87: J. Sexton
87-88: B. Bracken
88-89: C. Stapleton
89-90: T. O’Connor
90-91: K. Laide
91-92: M. Lloyd
92-93: P. Cagney
93-94: R.J. McCann
94-95: D. Cooper
95-96: T. Woodhead
96-97: A. Delamare
97-98: B.J. Hayes
98-99: W.J Jebb

99-00: E.P. Noble
00-01: K. Phelan
01-02: C.C. Collins
02-03: T. Woodhead
03-04: J.S. Stapleton
04-05: M.E. O’Brien
05-06: A. Delamare
06-07: C. McGlinn
07-08: F. Purcell
08-09: W.J. Jebb
09-10: T. Woodhead
10-11: J.S. Stapleton
11-12: A.J Bracken

12-13: A.J Bracken
13-14: T. Duffy
14-15: F Lynam
15-16: W.J. Jebb
16-17: W.J. Jebb
17-18: C. McGlinn
18-19: C.C. Collins
19-20: Ú Maguire
20-21: K. Cullen
21-22: K. Cullen

CRFC PAST CLUB CAPTAINS
73-74: J. Irvine
74-75: J. Irvine
75-76: P. Kelly
76-77: T. Connolly
77-78: N. Butler
78-79: G.A. Gilligan
79-80: F. O’Farrell
80-81: D. Lyons
81-82: J. Kennedy
82-83: B. Coady
83-84: N. Butler
84-85: A. Delamere
85-86: J. Keane

86-87: J.A. Kelly
87-88: G. Mahon
88-89: E. Stapleton
89-90: R. Hayes
90-91: T. McCarthy
91-92: K. Looney
92-93: A. Owens
93-94: K. O’Brien
94-95: R. Hayes
95-96: E. Stapleton
96-97: O’Smith
97-98: P.H. Sexton
98-99: C.C. Collins

99-00: E. Stapleton
00-01: R. Hayes
01-02: B. Ward
02-03: M. Molly
03-04: J. Gallagher
04-05: P. Fitzgerald
05-06: C. Cullen
06-07: P. Butler
07-08: M. Molloy
08-09: C. Moloney
09-10: D. Fitzpatrick
10-11: D. Fitzpatrick
11-12: K.P. Cullen

12-13: C. Jebb
13-14: P. Nolan
14-15: S.T. King
15-16: B. Doyle
16-17: C. Jebb
17-18: N. Finaly
18-19: M. Russell
19-20: N. Nolan
20-21: M. Doyle
21-22: M. Doyle

CRFC PAST CLONETTE CAPTAINS
09-10: C. Keane
10-11: S. Flood
11-12: L. Murphy
12-13: S. Healy

13-14: S. Byrne
14-15: M. Holohan
15-16: F. Tighe
16-17: A.M. Whelan

GORDON PARK FAREWELL PARTY
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17-18: B. Holohan
18-19: N. Fynes
19-20: N. Fynes
20-21: N. Farrelly

21-22: S. Byrne
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EVENT SPONSORS
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GORDON
PARK
FAREWELL PART Y
EVENT
SPONSORS
SPECIAL THANK YO U TO
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Caroline Conway
Pat Cagney
Kevin Cullen
Philly Byrne

Kevin Dunphy
Simon King
Frank Lynam
Úna Maguire

Stephen McKenna
Adrian Noone
Vinny Quinn

BAR STAFF

PROGRAMME

John Quinn Fiona Whitney

Gary Branigan Gareth Steed

CRFC YOUTH PLAYERS UNDER 16s & 18s

Tarrick Aitamor
Josh Apps
Jack Daly
Nathan De Botte
Pádraig Downey

Danny Farrell
Josh Farrelly
Aaron Kenealy McCabe
Oran Murphy
Dara O'Brien

Corey O'Byrne
Jack Quinn
Daniel Steed
Cillín Walsh Phillips

ADMINISTRATION
Vicky Byrne
Gary Donnelly
Mick Gilbert
Kev Kelly
Tracey McCarrick

Kellie McDermott
Jennifer Murray
Ciarán O'Connor
Greg Phillips
John Stapleton

Mark Reddington
Eamonn Ward
Darragh Ward
Winston Jebb

SPECIAL GUESTS
Emer Higgins TD
Paul Haycock, former Ireland international & Clondalkin
Legend and current junior Vice President of Terenure RFC.
GORDON
PARK FAREWELL
PARTY
John
Sexton,
former
Ireland international & Clondalkin
TH
SATURDAY · MAY 14 · 2022
Legend and current president of Dublin University RC.
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guest book:

GORDON PARK FARWELL

Our beloved Chris McGlinn had a long-standing tradition of having guests at official Clondalkin RFC
events sign a menu, programme or booklet as a memento of the event. Help us continue this
wonderful tradition.

guest book:

GORDON PARK FARWELL

